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Abstract 

 

Expertise is commonly viewed as a professionalized competence in a specific field. Expert 

professional identities are produced and reproduced through professional training and other 

socialization mechanisms, which work to generate for a specific group of individuals a specific 

set of expert skills and knowledge. In this paper, I examine participants’ orientations to their 

distinct expert professional identities from the perspective of deontic authority. Drawing on 

fifteen video-recorded church workplace meetings between pastors and cantors as data, and 

conversation analysis as a theoretical and methodological framework, I analyze situations 

where a non-expert participant makes a proposal that the expert participant orients to as 

reasonable to comply with. Specifically, I demonstrate how the expert participants respond to 

these proposals with displays of deontic authority, arguably in an attempt to maintain their 

expert identities in the face of their de facto compliance with the proposals. In these situations, 

the expert participants are shown to invoke (1) a past decision of their own, (2) a future decision 

of their own, or (3) a pattern that is beyond both participants’ control. Each of these practices 

involves the expert participant balancing resistance and compliance by minimally 

acknowledging the content of the non-expert participant’s proposal, while excluding the non-

expert from those who have deontic authority in the matter. In so doing, the expert speaker 

implies that the non-expert proposal speaker lacks (1) procedural knowledge about the specific 

matters about which it is relevant to make proposals to experts and (2) access to the distinct 

experiential perspective that characterizes expert perception of things. It is thus argued that, in 

this context, the mere claims of deontic authority, produced without any substantial displays of 

expert knowledge, can serve the maintenance of expert professional identities. 
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Introduction 

 

Expertise is an inherent part of the competence that any professional has in a specific domain 

in relation to a lay person. As pointed out by Abbott (1998), “professionalism has been the main 

way of institutionalizing expertise in industrialized countries” (p. 323). Expert professional 

identities are produced and reproduced through professional training and other socialization 

mechanisms, which work to generate for a specific group of individuals a specific set of expert 
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skills and knowledge. This set of expert skills and knowledge in turn becomes visible as 

authority: it is the expert who continually identifies problems, labels them, and intervenes to 

resolve them (Kothari, 2005). 

Both expertise and authority as its key articulation are thoroughly social phenomena, and as 

such constantly achieved and negotiated in interaction with others (Collins & Evans, 2007). 

Conversation-analytic studies on social actions, such as directives and pronouncements, have 

demonstrated how authority may be displayed in conversational practices (e.g., Stevanovic & 

Svennevig, 2015; Boluwaduro, 2021). Likewise, studies on actions produced in response to 

questions (e.g., Stivers & Hayashi, 2010), proposals (e.g., Stevanovic & Peräkylä), and 

assessments (Heritage & Raymond, 2005), have described the multitude of ways in which 

second speakers may design their responses to claim authority, control, and independence, even 

while aligning with the question or agreeing with the proposal or assessment.  

A person may be authority either in a certain field of knowledge or he or she may have the 

right to determine action, these two forms of authority having been referred to as the epistemic 

authority and deontic authority (Bochenski, 1974) While epistemic authority appears as an 

archetypical way to express professional expert knowledge, here, I focus specifically on deontic 

authority as an articulation of expertise. Drawing on video-recorded church workplace meetings 

between pastors and cantors as data, and conversation analysis as a theoretical and 

methodological framework, I examine participants’ orientations to their distinct expert 

professional identities in situations where a non-expert participant makes a proposal that the 

expert participant orients to as reasonable to comply with. Specifically, I demonstrate how the 

expert participants respond to these proposals with displays of deontic authority, arguably in an 

attempt to maintain their distinct expert professional identities in the face of their de facto 

compliance with non-expert proposals.  

 

 

Deontic authority and expertise 

 

The notion of deontic authority (Bochenski, 1974; Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2012) or deontic 

rights (Stevanovic 2018) refers to the capacity to determine action. Deontic authority suggests 

that one has the right to expect compliance from others. While compliance, in general, may be 

gained through a multitude of means: coercion, persuasion, or incentives (see e.g., Nye, 2004), 

a person with deontic authority may take such compliance for granted (Turner, 2005). This type 

of a taken-for-granted compliance is commonly based on a person’s structural position in a 

hierarchy, but it may also be rooted in people’s perceptions of each other’s levels of knowledge-

based expertise, which may not always correspond to the officially determined hierarchical 

structures (Walton, 1997). From this perspective, deontic authority comes across as an 

“additional” layer of social-interactional orientation that sometimes exist on top of participants’ 

orientations to epistemic authority. Simply put, deontic authority may be enabled and 

underpinned by epistemic authority, which is the case when other people are impelled to act 

according to the will of a person as they assume that his or her expert knowledge in the matter 

at hand goes together with good reasons to promote a specific line of action. 

While expertise may thus enable deontic authority, the idea of deontic authority in turn being 

reflexively able to serve the construction of expertise is not evident. To display expertise in 

interaction entails much more than simply prescribing action. Expertise is, for example, 

characterized by a specific perception of things. The notion of “professional vision” (Goodwin, 

1994) has been invoked to refer to the ways in which members of a profession create objects of 

knowledge which become to distinguish them from lay persons and representatives of other 

professions (see also Koskela & Arminen, 2012). An expert not only knows a specific set of 

facts, but also has specific ways of dealing with and making use of them, which can become 
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observable also at the surface level of interaction. All this means that an expert may be an expert 

specifically due to his or her capability to persuade others to voluntary compliance by providing 

articulate reasons why some judgment, decision, belief, or action is correct, right, moral, and 

appropriate (Turner, 2005, p. 6). The construction of expertise through a mere display of deontic 

authority is thus a paradox, and one might even ask whether and how something like that would 

be possible at all. It involves a person merely implying possession of much knowledge by 

simply claiming the right to decide things unilaterally. It is based on the assumption that one’s 

expertise is taken for granted. 

Displays of authority are intertwined with the overall organization of interaction. In 

sequences of initiating and responsive actions, the production of an initiating action has been 

associated with an authoritative position. In the conversation-analytic research literature, this 

pattern has been first considered with respect to epistemic authority and expert knowledge. In 

their study on assessment sequences, Heritage and Raymond (2005) argued that the mere 

firstness of an assessment turn implies epistemic authority, in which case the second speakers 

seeking to claim similar or more superior epistemic authority need to engage in much 

interactional work to compensate for the sheer “secondness” of their agreeing assessment turns. 

In a similar vein, in their study on taste evaluations, Sneijder and te Molder (2006) described 

second-position turns such as “Exactly!” or “That’s right” as ways for the second speaker to 

index superior knowledge in the matter at hand by suggesting being in the position to judge the 

correctness of the first speakers’ assessments. According to the authors, what is at stake in these 

situations is the “construction of expertise by presenting assessments as more than an opinion 

without overtly ‘doing being superior’” (Sneijder & te Molder, 2006, p. 114). To be considered 

as a real expert, one’s assessments must stem from knowledge rather than from mere personal 

opinion. 

Deontic authority, in particular, has been shown to become critical in sequences where the 

initiating action is a directive, such as an order, a request, or a proposal (Stevanovic & 

Svennevig, 2015). While the recipient may accept the first speaker’s right to impose a directive 

on him or her, her or she may also avoid such acceptance – not only through explicit refusals, 

displays of indifference, exasperation, crying, and so on (see e.g., Aronsson & Cekaite, 2011; 

Goodwin et al., 2012) but also through complying responses, which frame one’s compliance as 

an autonomously determined, independent doing (Kent, 2012; Stevanovic & Monzoni, 2016; 

Asmuss & Oshima, 2012; Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2012). But not only directives are relevant 

from the perspective of deontic authority. In addition, each initiative action entails an implicit 

claim of the right to place constraints on the actions of the co-participant in the here-and-now 

of the encounter (Stevanovic, 2015; cf. Stivers & Hayashi, 2010; Stivers & Rossano, 2010, p. 

5). Thus, to resist such “proximal deontic claims” (Stevanovic, 2015), a second speaker may 

accept the content of a prior turn but reject a claim about its relevance for the participants’ 

current discussion. In her research on everyday negotiations of expert authority, Versteeg 

(2018) has described instances where an expert participant does just that: he or she refrains 

from disputing the content of the views of his or her lay co-participant, while undermining the 

relevance of these views for what the participants are up to. 

In this paper, I assume that all these contestations over the territories of expertise and 

authority are part of the local practices through with participants in interaction may also invoke 

and manage their expert professional identities. Even if findings about these types of practices 

“do little to bolster the prestige of the profession” (Richards, 2006, p. 139), they are essentially 

what enables professionals to interact with others in ways that allow them to come across as 

who they consider themselves to be in relation to their lay co-participants. As I will argue below, 

the maintenance of expert professional identities becomes critical every time a lay co-

participant intrudes into the territory of one’s professional expertise and authority, and skilled 
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ways of dealing with such social challenges may be considered as key part of the everyday life 

of the professional. 

In this article, I ask: How do participants with professional expertise and authority in the 

matter at hand display compliance with their lay co-participants’ proposals without implicitly 

undermining the distinctiveness of their own professional identity? I suggest that also here the 

expert participant’s responses involve the curious combination of “global” acceptance and 

“local” rejection analogous to what has been described in the studies described above. The 

expert participant, in other words, balances compliance and resistance. I argue that, in these 

cases, the first-turn speaker is constructed as a lay person, who lacks (1) procedural knowledge 

about the specific matters about which it is relevant to talk to an expert and (2) access to the 

distinct experiential perspective that characterizes expert perception of things. In this way, it 

will be shown that the mere claims of deontic authority, produced without any substantial 

displays of expert knowledge, can  serve the maintenance of expert professional identities. 

 

 

Data and methods 

 

The data for this study are drawn from a set of fifteen video-recorded planning meetings (10 h) 

where pastors and cantors discuss their joint work tasks. These meetings represent the type of 

teamwork that entails interaction between professionals with distinct competencies and areas 

of expertise. The traditional authority of the clergy in the Christian church and society is 

mirrored in the fact that sometimes the word “priest” is used as a metaphor for authority in 

general (see Peräkylä, 1998, p. 317). In contrast, during the church history the position of the 

cantor has varied from the personal servant of the pastor to the highly respected music director 

(Edler, 1983). Nowadays, in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland, the relationship 

between pastors and cantors is ambiguous. Cantors are musicians, not theologians, but they 

have an academic training comparable to that of pastors. Besides, cantors are inaugurated into 

their offices by the Chapter of the Church – just like pastors.  

Although both pastors and cantors’ share the same employer, “the church”, they have 

undergone very different professional training and acquired distinct professional identities 

(Helenius, 2020) and their public work tasks are clearly and separately defined in the Church 

Order: the pastors are more generally responsible for the church events, while the cantors are 

responsible for the music in them. However, the pastors’ and cantors’ deontic rights with regard 

to the preparation of church events are less clear in that, in their planning meetings, they are 

repeatedly prompted to discuss issues that have traditionally belonged to the domain of either 

the pastor’s or cantor’s jurisdiction. For this reason, the planning meetings between pastors and 

cantors can present a challenge for the maintenance of the participants’ distinct expert 

professional identities. Indeed, these meetings offer a living laboratory, where participants’ 

orientations and attempts to construct their distinct expert professional identities are likely to 

become visible also for the analyst.  

The video-recorded planning meetings in my data were dyadic or triadic, and the data were 

collected in seven congregations of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland in the areas of 

three bishoprics during spring 2008. Among the church workers there were fifteen pastors and 

ten cantors present in the meetings. The length of the meetings varied from 20 to 60 minutes. 

While there are over 300 proposal sequences in these data, this paper focuses on a sub-collection 

of 20 proposal sequences from the dyadic interactions with one pastor and one cantor. These 

proposal sequences consist of either (1) the pastor making a proposal about music or (2) the 

cantor making a proposal about the sermon, bible teaching, or prayers and other liturgical parts 

of the mass. In other words, on the basis of the participants’ distinct professional identities, 
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these instances involve a non-expert participant making a proposal for his or her expert co-

participant to consider.  

The data were transcribed according to the conventions developed by Gail Jefferson 

(Schegloff, 2007, pp. 265–269) and analyzed with conversation analysis (Heritage, 1984; 

Schegloff, 2007). In this study, the analytic claims were made based on the participants’ verbal 

conduct alone. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the transcripts do not include multimodal 

features. 

 

 

Analysis 

 

In the analysis below, I will describe three practices through which the expert participants in 

my data deal with the problem of maintaining their own expert identity in the face of their de 

facto compliance with their non-expert co-participants’ proposals. There practices are: (1) 

invoking a past decision, (2) invoking a future decision, and (3) invoking a pattern independent 

of both participants’ control. Each of these practices involves one type of relocation of the 

decision from the sphere of the participants’ here-and-now joint decision making. In each case, 

the expert proposal recipient acknowledges some epistemic value of the content of his or her 

non-expert co-participant’s proposals, while excluding him or her from those who would have 

deontic rights in the matter at hand. Next, I will consider these practices one by one. 

 

 

Invoking a past decision 

 

The first practice through which the expert participants in my data manage their expert identity 

while responding to their non-expert co-participants’ proposals involves a reference to an 

already existing or upcoming plan, which is independent of the proposal but just “happens to 

be” consistent with the proposed idea. In Extract 1, the participants – a pastor (P) and a cantor 

(C) - are planning a mass, where the congregation will celebrate the confirmation of a group of 

young people. Previously, the participants have looked up the Sunday’s bible text from the 

church manual. At the beginning of Extract 1, the cantor suggests that the pastor might want to 

“dig in” the text with the confirmation candidates, when teaching them bible classes before the 

confirmation mass (lines 1–4, 7, 9).  

 
 

(1)(KM2 5:40) 

01 C: -> .hhhh ois aika, (1.3) ## aika ↑herkullista varmaan siis, 

         .hhh it would be quite, (1.3) ## quite delicious I mean I guess, 
 

02       (1.4) jos aattelee, (0.2) siis rippikoulua nii eiks vois, 

         (1.4) if one thinks, (0.2) about the confirmation school so couldn’t one 
 

03       (0.3) aatella tätä raamattuopetusta jotain ninku, .hhhh 

         (0.3) think about this bible teaching something uhh, .hhhh 
 

04       vois tehdä ## tän, (0.5) tekstin pohjalta, 

         could be done, (0.5) on the basis of this text, 
 

05       (0.4) 

 

06 P:    joo. 

         yeah. 
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07 C:    ninku, .hhhhh 

         like, .hhhhh 
 

08 P:    jo[o.] 

         yeah. 
 

09 C:      [↑p]ureutua niitten kanss[a siihen]. 

            dig into it with them. 
 

10 P: =>                            [.hhh  mu]l ↑oli ↑ajatus 

                                     .hhh I ↑had the ↑thought 
 

11 P:    että me keskitytään tähän (.) just sillä, 

         that we’ll focus on that (.) just on that, 
 

12       (0.2) toisella, (0.2) viikolla jolloin mä varmaan 

         (0.2) second, (0.2) week when I’ll probably 
 

13       sen saarnankis sitte lopullisesti kirjotan, [.nhh]hh 

         finally write also that sermon then, .nhhh 
 

14 C:                                                [nii.] 

                                                      yeah. 
 

15 P:    nii me, (0.4) käsiteltäs tota jollain tavalla °sitte:° 

         so we, (0.4) would deal with it in some way °then:° 
 

 

At the beginning of Extract1, the cantor points to the “deliciousness” of a certain bible text, 

pointing to its usability as a resource in bible teaching (lines 1–4). By producing an assessment 

of some features of the bible text, which may be apparent also to the pastor, the cantor 

downplays her role as someone who could tell the pastor how to do her work. The cantor’s 

orientation to the delicacy of her proposal can also be seen in her use of the so-called “zero 

person” subject (jos aattelee “if one thinks”; see Laitinen, 2006), self-repair, filler sounds, 

broken-off sentences, and restarts while producing the proposal turn (see Silverman & Peräkylä, 

1990; Weijts et al., 1993). Also, the use of the hesitation marker varmaan “I guess” (line 1) 

does similar interactional work by implying the cantor’s lack of evidence and commitment to 

her assertion. Thus, arguably, the proposal is designed to be heard as a non-expert proposal, 

which is also reflected in the cantor refraining from using any theological terminology but 

instead favoring vernacular terms such as “delicious” (line 1) and “dig into” (line 9). Despite 

all this, the instructive character of the cantor’s action becomes apparent at the end of her 

proposal, where she explicitly suggests what the pastor could do with the confirmation 

candidates (line 9).  

The pastor displays recognition of the content of the cantor’s proposal early on (see the 

“yeah” particles on lines 6 and 8) and, in overlap with the end of the cantor’s turn, claims that 

she has already had the idea of focusing on this theme with the confirmation candidates (“I had 

the thought that we’ll focus on that”, lines 10–11; on the use of overlap as a way of indicating 

independent reasoning, see Vatanen 2014). The pastor’s use of the personal pronouns “I” and 

“we” (referring to the confirmation candidates and herself) not only indicates epistemic primacy 

but also works to exclude the cantor from those who will carry out the plan. Thereafter, the 

pastor offers details about when exactly she would realize the plan (lines 12–13), which serves 

to amount to an even stronger case that the pastor has already had a plan about the matter at 

hand – that is, the plan is not a result of the cantor having made a proposal in the here and now, 

but the pastor would have done so anyway. In this way, the pastor undermines the local 
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relevance of the cantor’s proposal in the encounter. Furthermore, inasmuch as the cantor’s 

proposal may be seen as an invitation to collaborative planning on how to do the bible teaching, 

the pastor rejects it. Instead of throwing herself into such a task together with the cantor, she 

states that she will deal with the topic “in some way” (jollain tavalla, line 15), thus excluding 

the cantor’s possibilities to have a say in how. In other words, instead of engaging in any overt 

displays of expert knowledge, the pastor simply claims control over her teaching. As for its 

content, the cantor’s non-expert proposal is acknowledged only minimally. 

In Extract 2, the expert speaker’s reference to an already existing plan is more implicit than 

in Extract 1. In this episode, a pastor (P) and a cantor (C) are planning the Ascension Day Mass. 

Previously, the participants have agreed on the opening hymn of the mass. However, when the 

cantor in line 1 draws together what is known about the event so far, she also mentions a prelude 

– something that the participants have not previously discussed together. In so doing, she 

presents the inclusion of a prelude as something that is both self-evident and a matter that she 

has the right to make a unilateral decision about. 

 
 

(2)(HTM 9:57) 

01 C:    et se lähtis alkusoitolla ja alkuvirre°[llä°] 

         so it would start with a prelude and an opening hymn 
 

02 P:                                           [mm. ] 

                                                 mm. 
 

03       (0.2) 

 

04 P: -> mä mietin et ↑toi ov varmaav vähäv vieraampi virsi 

         I was wondering that this hymn may be a bit unfamiliar 
 

05       niiv var- (.) varmaan kannattaa #soittaas [sill]een  

         so cer- (.) certainly it good to play like 
 

06 C: =>                                           [nii.] 

                                                    yeah. 
 

07 P:    nopiaan [se. ] 

         fast 
 

08 C: =>         [nii.] nii.  

                  yeah. yeah. 
 

09 C: => tekisin semmosen, (0.6) #kunnon#, (0.7) alkusoiton,= 

         I would make such a, (0.6) #proper#, (0.7) prelude,= 
 

10 P: -> =eiks tost saa aika mahtavan? 

         =cannot that be made quite majestic? 
 

11 C:    j[oo. 

         y[ea. 
 

12 P:     [alkusoiton ku (-) se  on jotenki, (0.2) [muis]taakseni 

           a prelude ‘cause (-) it is somehow, (0.2) as I recall 
 

13 C:                                              [nii,] 

                                                    yea, 
 

14 P:    semmonen aika  massiivinen [  vi]rsi, 

         such a quite massive hymn, 
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15 C:                               [joo.] 

                                     yea. 
 

16       (0.2)  

 

17 C: => niin niin tota:, (1.4) silleen. 

         so uhh, (.) that’s it. 
 

18       (.) 

 

19 C:    alkusoitto ja sitte alkuvirsi, 

         prelude and then the opening hymn, 
 

20       (1.3) 

 

21 C:    kuoro tekstiv väliij ja, 

         choir between the texts and, 
 

 

After the cantor’s announcement (line 1), the pastor makes a proposal about what should be 

played before the opening hymn. With the turn-initial mä mietin “I was wondering”, she 

mitigates the decision-implicativeness of her idea (Stevanovic, 2013). Notably, the pastor also 

refrains from making any overt linkage between her suggestion and the prelude that the cantor 

has previously mentioned, thus refraining from explicit intrusion into the cantor’s domain of 

jurisdiction and expertise. It is as if the pastor’s suggestion would be an additional minor request 

for the cantor, which would entail her “fast” (line 7) paying consideration to the people in the 

church who might not know the opening hymn from before (“this hymn may be a bit 

unfamiliar”, lines 4 and 5). While the term “fast” is most likely to be understood in this context 

as an attempt to minimize the importance of the proposal by implying that its realization will 

not take long, literally taken, however, the pastor’s suggestion entails that the cantor would play 

the hymn in a fast tempo (before the congregation would start singing it in a normal tempo). 

Such an idea that hardly makes sense from a musical perspective. The terminological choice 

thus adds to the design of the proposal as representing a layman’s perspective.  

The cantor circumvents the pastor’s technically “wrong” choice of terminology by simply 

stating her intentions with respect to the music to be played before the opening hymn (“I would 

do such a, (0.6) #proper#, (0.7) prelude,” line 9). By initiating her utterance with several 

particles nii “yea”, she creates a linkage between the pastor’s prior proposal and her 

announcement (see Sorjonen 2001), thus minimally acknowledging the content of the pastor’s 

proposal. However, by incorporating the pastor’s proposal in her playing of a prelude, which is 

something that she has already talked about doing, the cantor effectively undermines the local 

relevance of the pastor’s suggestion. The cantor simply sticks to her past decision. 

Possibly picking up on the cantor’s mentioning of a “proper prelude” (line 9), the pastor 

responds to the cantor’s announcement by mentioning the possibility that the cantor’s prelude 

could indeed be “quite majestic” (line 10). By formulating her utterance as a question, the pastor 

displays an orientation to the cantor’s expertise in the matter. Furthermore, in response to the 

cantor’s minimal uptake (“yea.” line 11), the pastor provides an account for her prior turn by 

characterizing the hymn upon which the cantor is supposed to improvise as “massive” (line 14). 

By starting her characterization of the hymn with the words ku se on “cause it is” (line 12), the 

pastor claims access to knowledge about the hymn and her rights to display this knowledge. 

However, what immediately follows is self-repair: by adding to her utterance the word 

muistaakseni “as I recall” (line 12), the pastor downgrades her right to assess the musical 

content of the hymn. Notably, the pastor also refrains from using the musical term “prelude”, 
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even after it has been brought up by the cantor. Thus, also here the pastor does interactional 

work to avoid intrusion into the domain of the cantor’s expertise.  

Again, the cantor acknowledges the content of the pastor’s proposal only minimally. Instead 

of providing any type of second assessment, by which she could either indicate a shared 

understanding of the nature of the hymn or counter the pastor’s lay views with her own expert 

knowledge in the matter, the cantor just brings the sequence effectively to a close (lines 17, 19, 

21). 

Extracts 1 and 2 thus demonstrate expert participants’ paradoxical ways of maintaining their 

expert identity in the face of their de facto compliance with non-expert proposals. Instead of 

engaging in overt displays of expert knowledge, they provided minimal acknowledgement of 

the content of the proposal and displayed deontic authority in the matter at hand by invoking a 

past unilateral decision of their own. Although the non-expert participants’ proposals happened 

to be consistent with what the expert participants had also been planning to do, the expert 

participants treated these proposals as no invitation to share and elaborate the proposal-related 

insights together with the non-expert participants. 

 

 

Invoking a future decision 

 

To move a decision outside the boundaries of the here-and-now encounter can also happen by 

postponing it to future. Thus, another practice through which the expert participants in my data 

manage their expert identity while providing a de facto compliant response to non-expert co-

participants’ proposals is to invoke a future decision. The expert participant makes a promise-

like statement that, on some future occasion, he or she will most likely reach a decision that is 

in line with the non-expert proposal. This is the case in Extract 3, where a cantor makes a 

proposal for a pastor on how he should realize the sermon in an upcoming school church event 

(lines 1–3, 5, 7, 9). Even if the content of the proposal is not entirely clear from the extract 

below, from the preceding context (not shown in the transcript), it appears that the cantor 

suggests what the pastor should do: the pastor should collaborate with his colleague, who is a 

youth worker of the parish, to come up with a child-friendly theme for the sermon. 

 
 

(3)(KK 12:29) 

01 C:    .thhh eli mä (.) ajattelin sitä että voisko ## (.) tämmöstä 

         .thh so I (.) was thinking that could ## (.) the kind of 
 

02       kun teillähän on Janne (.) Kortelaisen kans niin, (0.2) 

         since you have with Janne (.) Kortelainen such a, (0.2) 
 

03       hirveen ↑hyvä #tämmönen ninku# [keskinäinen tämmönen,] 

         really good sort of uhh mutual sort of,  
 

04 P:                                   [niin. kyl me varmaan.] 

                                         yeah. we will most likely. 
 

05 C:    .hh[hhh]            [↑tapa niin te]  

         .hhhhh                ↑practice so you 
 

06 P:       [kyl] me varmaan [jotain °(--)°] 

             we will most likely (come up with) something 
 

07 C: -> voisitte, (.) kr krhm voisitte tuota ni, 

         could, (.) kr krhm you could uhh, 
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08       (1.7) 

 

09 C:    tehdä tämmösen [jonki]nlaisen ↑aiheen. 

         make a sort of kind of like topic. 
 

10 P:                   [mm-m?] 

 

11       (0.5) 

 

12 P:    md joo eiköhän se synny.  

         md yeah it will certainly emerge. 
 

13 C:    niin. 

         yeah. 
 

 

The cantor’s orientation to her non-expert identity as regards the domain of the sermon can 

be seen in several design features of her proposal: (1) the turn-initial mä ajattelin “I was 

thinking” (line 1), which downgrades the claims of deontic authority conveyed in and through 

the proposal (Stevanovic, 2013), (2) self-repair, filler sounds, broken-off sentences and restarts 

(lines 1, 3 ,7), which indicate delicacy of the topic (see Silverman & Peräkylä, 1990; Weijts et 

al., 1993), (3) extensive praise embedded in the middle of the ongoing proposal (lines 2, 3, 5), 

which implies that the cantor has witnessed the pastor’s (and his colleague’s) previous 

successful endeavors of similar sort and has thus grounds to consider the proposal as feasible, 

and (4) a lack of theological terminology. 

The pastor’s response to the cantor’s proposal starts in overlap with it (see lines 4 and 6). In 

this context, such competition over the conversational floor seems to reflect, not only 

competition over epistemic authority (see Vatanen 2014), but also – and most essentially – 

competition over deontic authority, as the participants are about to define some future action. 

The pastor’s turn is initiated with the particle nii “yea”, which creates a linkage between the 

pastor’s utterance and that of the cantor, who has just pointed to the pastor’s and his colleague’s 

“good practice” (lines 3, 5) as the basis for her proposal. What follows, however, is an 

announcement of the most likely outcome of what the pastor is going to do with his colleague 

(“yeah. we will most likely, we will most likely (come up with) something,” lines 4, 6). Even 

if this outcome aligns with the cantor’s proposal, still, the ultimate moment at which the 

decision will be reached is postponed to future, presumably to an occasion where only the pastor 

and his colleague will be present, the cantor being excluded from it. Finally, in his final de facto 

compliant utterance “md yeah it will certainly emerge” (line 12), the pastor announces the 

outcome of the process as a more or less self-evident consequence of the natural flow of events, 

which works to undermine the relevance of the cantor’s proposal in the first place. 

In Extract 4, the postponing of the ultimate decision to the future happens in a more intricate 

way than in Extract 3, but the basic phenomenon is the same. Here, a pastor (P) and a cantor 

(C) are discussing the program of an upcoming home gathering. Previously, the cantor has 

introduced a set of songs that she would like to teach during the event and talked about her past 

experiences in similar events. Then the participants start to go through the program of the 

upcoming event. Just before the extract, the pastor has asked the cantor about her plans on 

music to be performed in a specific slot in the program. The cantor, however, refrains from 

naming any specific music choice but, instead, refers to the need to be able to construct the 

program flexibly in the situation (see lines 1, 3, 5). Thereafter, the pastor makes a music-related 

proposal of her own (lines 6–8). 
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(4)(K 18:14) 

01 C:    se ↑vähän ninkun e[lää ] se tilanne et ↑k[uink]a  

         it does a bit kind of live that situation so that how 
 

02 P:                      [joo.]                 [nii.] 

                            yeah.                  yeah. 
 

03       pitkälle pääsee ja, 

         far one gets and, 
 

04 P:    joo. 

         yeah. 
 

05 C:    mut et näitä ↑asioita.  

         but these ↑things. 
 

06 P: -> joo. .mthhhhh siihen kävis kyllä? hyvin 

         yeah. .mthhhhh what would nicely fit here are 
 

07       ei oo pakko tehä niin mutta kävis hyvin ninku, .hhhh 

         it doesn’t need to go that way but what would fit like, .hhhh 
 

08       ↑tavallaan ne, (0.4) ne laulut. 

         .hhhh ↑in a way are those, (0.4) those songs. 
 

09 C: => .HH NO ↑NE? (.) ↑ONkin  sitten varmaan tähän.= 

             PRT they     be-CLI PRT    PRT     here 

         .HH well ↑they’ll (.) most likely be here then.= 
 

10 P:    =nii.= 

         =yeah.= 
 

 

The pastor’s proposal (lines 6–8) is packaged as an assessment about the songs that the 

cantor has introduced earlier (note the use of the pronoun ne “those”, in line 8). The pastor uses 

softeners “like” (line 7) and “in a way” (line 8), and also explicitly mitigates the claim of deontic 

authority that her proposal might entail (“it doesn’t need to go that way”, line 7), thus displaying 

sensitivity to the possibility of her proposal intruding into the domain of the cantor’s expertise 

and jurisdiction. What the cantor does in response, however, parallels the pattern described 

earlier. The turn-initial particle no “well” comes across as concessive and seems to convey 

acknowledgement of the pastor’s proposal (see Vepsäläinen, 2019). This interpretation is 

supported by the cantor’s recycling of the pronoun ne “those” used by the pastor, by which she 

aligns with the topic “those songs”. However, there are also important elements of 

independence in the cantor’s utterance. With the clitic particle -kin (onkin “are”) the cantor 

indicates that, although she agrees with the pastor, she has arrived at the conclusion 

independently (see Hakulinen et al., 2004, p. 808). Furthermore, in her response, the cantor 

implies that the decision will “most likely” (varmaan, line 9) be the one that the pastor has 

proposed. Instead of fully acknowledging the relevance of the pastor’s proposal and displaying 

commitment to it (e.g., So let’s take these songs there then), here the implication is that it will 

not be until in the home gathering that the ultimate decision will be made – a line of action that 

the cantor has promoted also earlier in the episode (see line 1). 

As demonstrated in both Extracts 3 and 4, expert participants may produce responses to their 

non-expert co-participants’ proposals that are contentwise in alignment with them. However, 

by postponing the moment of the emergence of the ultimate decision from the present encounter 

to the future, the non-expert proposal’s role in the decision is downplayed. Simultaneously, by 
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pointing to the self-evidence of the outcome as proposed by the non-expert speaker, the 

relevance of the proposal in the here-and-now encounter is undermined. 

 

 

Invoking a pattern independent of both participants’ control 

 

Finally, the third practice through which the expert participants in my data manage their expert 

identity while providing a de facto compliant response to their non-expert co-participants’ 

proposals involves moving the decision beyond the boundaries of both participants’ control. 

Extract 5 is drawn from the same episode as Extract 3, where the participants were discussing 

a school church event and, again, it is the cantor who makes a proposal from a non-expert 

position. Here the cantor makes a proposal concerning the realization of the intercession of the 

mass, which may be considered to belong to the domain of pastor’s jurisdiction. As in Extract 

3, the cantor’s proposal comes across as an attempt to promote child-friendliness in the event: 

she makes a reference to the screen and pictures that could be used during the intercession (lines 

1, 2, 4) and then goes on to suggest that “the kids could say draw something” (lines 6, 8). 

 
(5)(KK 9:10) 

01 C:    meil on, (0.4) tosi hienoa että voidaan (.) 

         we have it, (0.4) so great that we may (.) 
 

02       voidaan käyttää valkokangasta ja::, .nh[hhh 

         we may use the screen a::nd, .nhhhh 
 

03 P:                                           [mm. 

 

04 C:    meillähän on niitä kuviaki, 

         we also have those pictures, 
 

05       (1.0) 

 

06 C: -> et laps[eth]av vois vaikka piirt#ääj  

         so the kids could say draw  
 

07 P:           [mm.] 

 

08 C:    jot[ain (--)# ] 

         something (--)# 
 

09 P: =>    [nii::? se,] (0.4) se on se niitte esirukous. 

             yea:h? it, (0.4) it will it will be their prayer request. 
 

10       (1.0) 

 

11 P:    #jo[o#. 

         #yeah#. 
 

 

The cantor’s proposal (lines 6, 8) is preceded by a positive assessment of the material 

conditions in the parish, which includes the possibility to use the screen and pictures. In this 

way, she makes publicly available the grounds on the basis of which her proposal may be 

considered as feasible. The cantor thus constructs her proposal as having arisen from these 

material circumstances, which works to mitigate her claims of deontic authority in the matter. 

Notably, she also refrains from using theological terminology. Nonetheless, her proposal makes 

relevant a response by the pastor and thus embodies a “proximal deontic claim” (Stevanovic, 
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2015) about the decision-implicativeness of the proposal in the here and now. A recognition 

and validation for such a claim could have been offered in and through a typical compliant 

recipient response, such as “yes, that’s a good idea” or “yes, let’s have the children draw”.  

It is thus precisely this type of recognition and validation that the pastor in his response in 

line 9 avoids doing. Although de facto complying with the content of the cantor’s proposal, the 

pastor constructs the outcome of the proposal as a natural consequence of children making 

“prayer requests”, which constitutes the essence of the intercession as a liturgical part. By 

applying this theological term in this unexpected context serves as a display of expert 

knowledge in the matter at hand. However, unlike in Extracts 1–4 discussed above, the pastor 

does not claim deontic authority in the matter at hand. In addition to excluding the cantor from 

the ultimate decision-makers on what will happen in the mass, the pastor excludes also himself 

from them. The decision about children drawing is thus treated both as self-evident and beyond 

the control of both the pastor and the cantor. In so doing, the pastor undermines the local 

relevance of the cantor’s proposal: the intercession has its own systematics in the context of 

children, and for the pastor, who is an expert in this domain, these systematics are routine. 

Extract 5 thus serves as a demonstration of how lay and expert understandings of decision-

making targets may be brought together to contribute to a de facto joint decision without yet 

compromising the distinctiveness of these understandings. By invoking a pattern that is beyond 

the boundaries of both participants’ control, the participants may construct a symmetrical 

distribution of deontic rights between them, while simultaneously being able to display 

asymmetric epistemic access to this particular “uncontrollable” phenomenon. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

In this paper, I have examined participants’ orientations to their distinct expert professional 

identities in situations where a non-expert co-participant has made a proposal that the expert 

participant orients to as reasonable to comply with. Having engaged in conversation-analytic 

scrutiny of video-recorded church workplace meetings, I have considered how the non-expert 

participants display sensitivity to their lay status in the matter at hand, and how the expert 

participants deal with the problem of maintaining expert identity in the face of their de facto 

compliance with non-expert proposals. In response to non-expert proposals, expert participants 

were shown to invoke (1) a past decision of their own, (2) a future decision of their own, or (3) 

a pattern that is beyond both participants’ control. Each of these practices involved the expert 

participant balancing resistance and compliance by minimally acknowledging the content of 

the non-expert participant’s proposal, while excluding him or her from those who would have 

deontic rights in the matter. Now, I argue that, in this context, these practices can serve the 

interactional management of expertise. As I will discuss in more detail below, this happens 

through two different mechanisms. 

First, moving a decision-making target from the sphere of the participants’ here-and-now 

joint decision-making agenda is an effective move to construct an asymmetrical relation 

between the participants. As has become obvious in the analysis above, the non-expert proposal 

speakers may well display orientation to their proposals likely intruding into the domain of the 

proposal recipient’s expertise. Still, by the mere act of making a proposal, a non-expert 

participant suggest that the matter at hand would be worthy of joint discussion, which implies 

that the given future event would not unfold optimally without the non-expert participant’s 

interference. It this sense, these proposals are reminiscent of uninvited offers of advice, which 

are commonly oriented to as problematic actions (see e.g., Jefferson & Lee, 1992) – even in 

those institutional contexts where advice-giving is highly expected (see e.g., Silverman & 

Peräkylä, 1990; Heritage & Sefi, 1992). Many counselling institutions thus involve a clear 
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distinction between the professional’s local rights to give advice in the encounter and his or her 

lack of deontic authority in what the client will end up doing (e.g., on nondirectiveness in 

genetic counselling, see Mitchie et al., 1997). 

It is precisely here that the planning meetings discussed in this paper are different. These 

meetings are not based on a clear separation between the participants’ distal deontic rights and 

their proximal deontic rights, which characterizes many advice-giving or counselling settings. 

A proximal deontic claim that a non-expert proposal speaker makes by the mere act of making 

a proposal is therefore also a claim of the right to have a word to say in how the expert 

participant should do his or her work. Non-expert proposal speakers are thus not just distal 

advisers, but they come across more intrusive. Their intrusion could, of course, be countered 

and invalidated with a blunt rejection of the non-expert participant’s idea. In contrast, any 

positive engagement with the non-expert participant’s proposal would inevitably confirm his 

or her claims of deontic rights in the domain in question. Thus, effectively moving a decision-

making target from the sphere of the participants’ here-and-now joint decision-making agenda 

is needed to avoid such an implication. However, such a move has also deeper implications. 

Expertise, I argue, involves also meta-level understanding of how one’s areas of expert 

knowledge relate to those of others and how that knowledge is effectively put into practice 

within a work community. Thus, by minimally acknowledging the content of the non-expert 

participants’ proposals, while excluding the non-expert participants from those who would have 

deontic rights in the matter at hand, the expert participants construct their co-participant as 

lacking procedural knowledge about which matters are relevant to be brought up for joint 

discussion. Indeed, in all examples discussed in this paper, the expert participant’s ostensibly 

compliant response involved specific type of resistance: the response implied that the proposed 

choice related to the upcoming event would have been the same even without the non-expert 

participant’s interaction contribution. A further implication therefore is that the time spent in 

the joint meeting should be primarily focused on discussing other topics. From this perspective, 

then, expertise is not only about mastering the knowledge content of the field, but also about 

mastering the know-how of organizing multiprofessional planning work. 

Second, excluding the non-expert participant’s proposal from the agenda of the interactional 

encounter works to undermine the non-expert participant’s status as someone with whom the 

expert participant would share emotional experiences. The human fundamental desire to share 

their emotions with others becomes obvious early on (Sagi & Hoffman, 1976; Feinman, 1982; 

Stern, 1985; Reddy, 2003), for instance, when infants produce the so-called “sharing looks,” 

alternating their gaze between the co-participant and the object of interest (Liszkowski et al., 

2006; Hobson & Hobson, 2008). However, such sharing is also subject to considerable social 

regulation, the subjective sense of with whom emotional experiences can be shared developing 

early on (Wagner & Smith 1991; Zeman & Garber, 1996; Venezia et al., 2004) and entailing 

the internalization of culture-specific rules on the appropriateness of different kinds of 

emotional expressions in different social situations (Hochschild, 1979; 1983). The sharing of 

emotions has been associated with human social group formation (von Scheve, 2012), the 

heightened form of sharing in the form of “collective effervescence” (Durkheim 2001 [1912]; 

Collins 2004) having been argued to be a particularly powerful social glue binding people 

together. 

From this perspective, the maintenance of the expert-lay distinction is also likely to have an 

emotional component to it. An expert approach has been typically characterized by affective 

neutrality – an idea that Parsons (1951) linked specifically to the role of the physician, but 

which has also been observed to hold for many other professional roles (Drew & Heritage 

1992). In this vein, many conversation-analytic studies on various types of institutional 

encounters have demonstrated the practices through which professionals may refrain from 

taking an open affective stance toward the matters discussed (see e.g., Garcia, 1991; 
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Heisterkamp, 2006). In other words, the professional expert participants seem to have an overall 

tendency to refrain from sharing the experiential stance of the non-experts. Therefore, when 

the expert participants in my data acknowledged the content of the non-expert participants’ 

proposals, but avoided discussing these proposals any further, they – I argue – constructed the 

proposal speakers as lay persons, who lack access to the distinct experiential perspective that 

characterizes expert perception of things. In other words, the non-experts were constructed to 

lack what would have made the sharing of experiential stance with the experts both possible 

and relevant.  

Hence, while ordinary language involves a distinction between laymen and experts, this 

paper has suggested that also multiprofessional teamwork may be considered from the 

perspective of this distinction, although the participants’ lay and expert statuses vary from 

moment to moment depending on the matter at hand. Joint decision-making has been argued to 

be particularly challenging from the perspective of view of maintaining the distinctiveness of 

the participants’ expert professional identities. It is possible, however, that interactions with 

three of more participants are less problematic in this respect, as the responsibility for making 

proposals and responding to them may be distributed between a larger number of participants. 

Nonetheless, in a dyadic setting with two professionals from two different fields – that is, with 

one expert and one layman at a time – the production of sequences of proposals and responses 

can lead to dilemmatic situations where the mere carrying out of the conversation in a 

meaningful way may involve a risk of violating territories of expertise.  

In this paper, I have thus considered a set of practices by which participants may maintain 

their distinct domains of expertise and authority in the face of these challenges. What emerges 

clearly from the analysis is, first, the skillfulness of the non-expert proposal speakers in 

displaying their orientations to their expert co-participants’ distinct expert professional 

identities. By artfully constructing their proposals as lay proposals, the non-expert proposal 

speakers are able to launch and maintain collaborative decision-making activities, while also 

being able to try out bringing new decision-making targets into the sphere of the participants’ 

joint decision-making activities. But despite all this, it still appears to be problematic for the 

expert participants to meet the non-expert proposals with the type of displays of here-and-now 

commitment to joint decisions that otherwise characterize compliant responses to proposals 

(see e.g., Stevanovic 2012). Nevertheless, as shown in the analysis of this paper, the expert 

participants still have their ways of managing this problematic, which involve them neither 

compromising their expert professional identities nor entirely ruining their collegial 

relationships. As has been shown many times before (see e.g., Kent, 2012; Asmuss & Oshima, 

2012), resistance and compliance can go hand in hand. 
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